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No research project is complete until
the results are published
Whenever an engineer learns something new
in technics, it is his bounden duty to put it in
writing and see that it is published where it
will reach the eyes of his confreres and be
always available to them. It is absolutely a
crime for any man to die possessed of useful
knowledge in which nobody shares.
— John Alexander Low Waddell
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A manuscript submitted for
publication is reviewed by peers





Manuscript reports research results
Submission to conference or journal
Reviewed for quality by experts in
subject of manuscript (peers), who




Evaluate originality, significance, argument,
scope, clarity
Suggest improvements
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Peer review is used to evaluate
manuscripts and grant proposals
Of course, we have a system for judging the value of
manuscripts and proposals. It is called a committee
of peers. In other words, us. It’s a pity there isn’t
anything better, but that’s it. No one else can
understand this stuff. Let’s face facts—we have
enough difficulty ourselves. Somehow I’d prefer
something a little bigger than ourselves—something
like “consumer reports” for engineering studies. “The
following papers are rated unacceptable,” it would
say. One hopes one’s own paper would be a “best
buy.”
—Robert W. Lucky
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You will run a role-play scenario on
ethical issues in peer review




National Science Foundation
Ethics Education in Science and Engineering
Program, Grant EEC-0628814

Role-Play Scenarios for Teaching Responsible
Conduct of Research
M. C. Loui and C. K. Gunsalus, PIs
Kyoung Jin Kim and Stephanie Seiler, RAs
Bradley Brummel and Kerri Kristich, previous
RAs
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Plan the role-play (ten minutes)








Each pair has a professor role and a student
role
Professors should take student roles or serve
as observers
Participants with professor role meet in small
groups to plan questions to ask the other
role-player, and answers for other’s questions
Participants with student role do the same
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Run the role-play (ten minutes)





Return to original
pairs
Run the role-play
You may use the
starter dialogue to
start the
conversation
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What are the ethical obligations of a
peer reviewer?









To return a thorough report promptly
To evaluate strengths and weaknesses fairly
To suggest improvements
To avoid conflicts of interest
To honor confidentiality
To report suspected plagiarism and duplicate
publication
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How do these ethical obligations
apply in this scenario?






Should the professor have declined to review
this manuscript because of a conflict of
interest?
When a professor is asked to review a
manuscript submitted for publication, is it
ethical for the professor to give the task to a
graduate student?
Why are the identities of the peer reviewers
kept confidential?
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Why are the ideas in an unpublished
manuscript considered confidential?




May the reviewer of an unpublished
manuscript use its ideas to stop an
unproductive line of research?
May the reviewer of an unpublished
manuscript use its ideas to start a new line of
research?
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